BODY SHOP
PLANNING
In body shop planning, the specific focus is on
the efficient design of production processes.
EDAG Production Solutions provides complete
developments for sustainable production systems,
and is the ideal interface between product
development and plant construction.

Body shop planning
We place the many years of experience our experts have
accrued in the integrated development and planning of
customised production systems and factories for highquality industrial products at our customers‘ disposal.
In body shop planning, the specific focus is on the
efficient design of production processes. By making small
adjustments in product design, for example, we often open
up great potential in production plant planning.
A cost-efficient body assembly shop calls for flexible product design. Besides planning production systems, EDAG PS
offers you extensive simultaneous engineering services:
- Active influencing of the product with the aim of creating 		
a design suitable for production
- Validation of your processes and plants in terms of
painting and cost efficiency
Make use of the extensive knowledge and innovative
strength of our experienced production planners in body
shop planning for your factory of the future.

YOUR GLOBAL MOBILITY
ENGINEERING EXPERTS
Range of services

- Project feasibility and identification of the
corresponding KPIs
- Simultaneous engineering - influencing of
the product
- Process planning
- Material flow simulation
- Layout planning
- Handling technology planning
- Quality planning
- Implementation coordination
Your advantages in body shop planning

- Complex, cost-effective and function-		
optimised body assembly shop as a result of
independent planning
- Neutral planning concepts, taking account
of the customer‘s current innovations and
KPIs
- Technically independent of manufacturers
and suppliers
- Product design optimised for production
- Project management: e.g. monitoring of
deadlines, cost tracking, claims
- Support from the idea through to realisation
Who to contact
EDAG Production Solutions GmbH & Co. KG
Marcus Vogt
F: +49 151 - 54359113
marcus.vogt@edag-ps.com

edag.com

